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Lin Ziming’s footsteps paused for a while, but he still didn’t look back,
pretending that he didn’t hear anything, and left in large strides.
After he left, Shangguan Shuyao couldn’t help it anymore, and the tears in
his eyes finally couldn’t help but fell.
At the same time, she was also extremely wronged and sad. It was obviously
Lin Ziming’s fault. She hooked up with the vixen everywhere, instead she
came and scolded him!
Originally, she was looking forward to today’s banquet. She even said a lot
of good things in front of her grandfather and father, waiting for Lin Ziming
to invite her to dance. Then, she could take the opportunity to say what was
in her heart.
However, Lin Ziming slapped her severely.
She grew up so no one had ever been bullied like this. For a while, her tears
couldn’t stop.
Lin Ziming didn’t know that she was crying so hard. After he returned to the
banquet hall, he looked around and couldn’t find Liu Qingcheng. Obviously,
Liu Qingcheng had already left.
He found Peng Zhuo, said hello, and said directly: “Director Peng, have you
heard of Nuwazong?”
Peng Zhuo was smiling heartily, and his whole person was filled with joy
and joy. After hearing these words of Lin Ziming, suddenly, the smile on his
face immediately stiffened, and soon became solemn, letting go. After
receiving the wine glass, he said in a deep voice, “Instructor Lin, how do
you know Nuwazong?”
Lin Ziming was a little surprised when he saw Peng Zhuo’s reaction. Could
it be that Nuwa Sect actually exists? Moreover, it seems that it is not simple,
even people like Peng Zhuo are so solemn.
“Yes.” Lin Ziming said briefly what had just happened, and when he
finished, he asked, “This Nuwa Sect looks very powerful?”
After listening to Peng Zhuo, his expression became more solemn, and he
said: “Strength is one aspect. The main Nuwa sect is special. All of the sects
are composed of women, and each of them is national beauty and heavenly
fragrance. Among them, the suzerain of Nuwa sect. It is even more like an
immortal! The most important thing is that Nuwa Sect is all cultivating
charm tricks, which deceives sentient beings. It is very terrifying. It is very
scary to hear that the Sect Master of Nuwa Sect, and the powerhouse
connected with the gods can be fascinated!”
After Lin Ziming heard this, he was indeed surprised. How tough is the will
of the strong in the god-passing realm, and the suzerain of the Nuwa Sect,
who can connect with the strong in the gods, can be charmed. How against
the sky is that?
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He recalled Liu Qingcheng’s seductiveness just now, and he almost got the
trick.
“According to that, this Nuwa Sect is an evil school?” Lin Ziming said
thoughtfully.
Peng Zhuo shook his head, “The evil faction is not counted. This Nu Wa
Sect is only acting weird at best. But strangely, this Nu Wa Sect has never
been in contact with us, so why would you find Instructor Shang Lin?”
After Lin Ziming listened to Peng Zhuo’s explanation, he also had a clearer
understanding of Nuwazong. He shook his head and said, “I don’t know
this.”
After a pause, Lin Ziming asked again: “Just now Liu Qingcheng mentioned
the four major sects, what’s the matter?”
Lin Ziming looked at Peng Zhuo, not letting go of Peng Zhuo’s expression.
Since Nuwa Sect really exists, then the four sects mentioned by Liu
Qingcheng must also exist, and it is not simple.
But he didn’t know the existence of the four sects, or even any sect. This in
itself was abnormal. You know, he is no ordinary person anymore. He has
never heard of it in the third place of Xuanyuan. Similar messages, that
means there is only one possibility, that is, the message is blocked.
But why should it be blocked? This is a question worthy of scrutiny.
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